
 

 

Public Report: 
Investigations and Next Steps 

 

October 28th, 2020 

 

Purpose 

This report is strictly to inform the Public of the facts of our email audit, how we are addressing 

specific complaints we received regarding privacy, and advise residents of what our current staff 

is doing to protect information, in as clear and transparent manner as is possible with this 

sensitive information.  

Background 

Wollaston Township has faced a number of challenges in the last 5 years. The first of which in 

2015 being that prior Council was intertwined in the community in a meaningful way, but did not 

recuse themselves from conversations which directly impacted them. Development of our 

community is one of our top priorities, and yet was hindered because Council opposed changes 

due to their own personal bias. This bias lead to the creation of a coalition against the 

development of specific businesses in our area.  

The Township of Wollaston has reason to believe that information was provided to residents 

that was private, and encouraged actions against the development of the Township. Personal 

bias was unfortunately allowed to intervene in Township business. It would appear this created a 

divide, and ultimately lead to seasonal residents becoming more politically involved. They chose 

(overwhelmingly) to exercise their right to vote in the 2018 election.  

The 2018 Election 

The email audit revealed some previously unknown information about the 2018 Municipal 

election and documented that additional family members were added to the voter’s list. A group 

of ratepayers organized to sign nominal value leases with family members for sleeping cabins. 

These leases added a significant number of new non-resident electors to the voter’s list. 

Regardless of the Comprehensive Zoning By-Law which does not allow for the rental of bunk 

houses, or shared cottage space, leases from seasonal properties were permitted while 

simultaneously limiting voters from campgrounds/trailer parks. This enabled seasonal cottagers 

to register to vote, while limiting the campground residents. Staff also forwarded copies of the 

Voters List to their own private email account, along with other working documents and private 

information. It is our understanding this information was only used to complete work from 

home, but it created an unnecessary risk to personal information. 



 

 

The election was held on October 22, 2018, and an investigation occurred shortly after it was 

completed. Results were certified on the 30th, and concerns about unethical activity were voiced 

publicly during this period. Commentary on (and delays in) processing election results created an 

unfair sense of distrust against the new Council.  

A legal opinion was sought by the Township on the acceptance of leases and the response was 

that, “absent of clear evidence of fraud…there is no obligation on the Town to either determine 

validity of the lease or conduct surveillance” and advised that the consequence for claiming to 

be eligible to vote when ineligible comes with stiff penalties, including fines up to $25,000 and 

imprisonment. A complaint was made to the OPP about the issuance of the leases, and the OPP 

investigated the election. Shortly thereafter two senior staff provided their notice of resignation. 

Though election materials were seized, no charges were laid by the OPP.  

 Steps Taken to Correct Actions of Former Staff & Council  

A three-prong approach has been taken to correct the actions of former staff and ensure this 

type of behavior does not continue to occur:  

• Training and Acknowledgement of Errors  

• Updated By-Laws for Document Retention  

• Implementation of New Programs  

New and existing Staff were encouraged to seek the legal opinion of their Lawyer to ensure they 

are acting within the parameters of the Municipal Act in conjunction with other laws such as the 

Municipal Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (MFIPPA) at all times. Discussion 

on what can and cannot be shared with third parties, as well as when it is acceptable to share 

information with third parties was discussed with Staff and Council members. All Staff members 

and Council members are required to sign an annual confidentiality and privacy statement as a 

reminder of their duties.  

It may be relevant to include that all three office Staff positions have been replaced, with our 

Clerk, Treasurer and Office Assistant all being hired within the last two years.  

The document retention schedule was updated in 2020, and will be used in combination with 

TOMRMS, a program designed to organize and maintain Municipal files. The reorganization and 

changes to our filing system will allow for sensitive documents to be backed-up and then 

subsequently protected by the Hastings County Information Technology (IT) group. This also 

allows for protection of Township emails, documents and programs. The implementation of the 

IT department has been successful, and in place since mid-2019.  We have eliminated the use of 

all prior email addresses which were not managed by our IT department, and redesigned the 

website to be more transparent and accessible to residents.  

The Information Privacy Commissioner (IPC) was engaged to investigate the matter of the 

privacy breach which occurred when documents were sent from a staff email to a staff’s 



 

 

private/personal email address. The IPC made recommendations over the span of more than a 

year, and each recommendation was addressed. The IPC file has since been closed.  

We feel that we have made significant improvements to protect our residents and staff, as well 

as the community as a whole and would like to renew our commitment to responsible 

information handling. We hope that as a community we can move forward, bridge the divide, 

and work together to make Wollaston Township a great place to live.  

Should you have any comments or concerns, please contact: 

 
Bernice Crocker, Clerk 
clerk@wollaston.ca  
(613) 337 - 5731  
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